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Handling LARGE volumes of Spam 
Revised 2019-12-12 

Those who get a lot of emails in Junk-mail folder, often complains about the 
folder to be reviewed to sort out legitimate emails, accidentally placed in Junk-
mail folder. Since rules only apply to the Inbox, the automatic filtering must be 
switched off, forcing all mail into the Inbox. Then you can have rules to do the 
job to eliminate unwanted email. 

Maybe Microsoft could provide better tools, such as allows you to access e-mail 
before it is divided into Inbox and Trash. Such proposals have been made in 
several forums e.g. https://outlook.uservoice.com/ 

 

Possible reasons why an e-mail address is affected more than others. 
The address may have figured on some special website, on social media or 
in another public context. 

The address may have been used by anyone, not just the owner, depending 
on the situation. A motive can be as simple as just wanting to cause 
problems without own gain. This can cause both spam / scam and 
subscriptions of various kinds. 

In addition, the risk that systems and servers with fully legitimate web 
pages will be hacked and that e-mail address information is stolen / sold for 
use by less scrupulous persons / organizations. 
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Forcing email into Inbox – Change settings for Junk email 
 

In Outlook Desktop (on computer) you make the settings like this image. 

  

This is how you get there: Choose Junk in group Delete on Home menu where 
you choose Junk email options and menu Options. 

 

Using outlook.com you register like this image. 

 

 

This is how you get there:  

Select Settings (cogwheel) up in right corner. 

Select Show all Outlook settings>Mail>Junk email. 

Slide down to the bottom of page, check alternatives. 

Press Save. 
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Dealing with unwanted email - using rules 
Routines for rules can be found in outlook.com (webmail) as well as in Outlook 
(on the computer) but the user interfaces are different. In the following text you 
find example from Outlook. 

Principles 
Create a rule by defining conditions and actions. 

Activate the rule. 

Test the rule. 

The rules, if several, are executed in the order from the top to bottom. 

A selected rule with action “Stop processing more rules” will end the 
sequence. 

 

Example - Basis 
Routines for handling rules are found in the group Move in the Home menu. 

If you want to test stand-alone word you write e.g. “ bitcoin “ (note the space at 
both ends) but if the word is part of another word you use “bitcoin”. 

In this example, emails with “bitcoin” or “viagra” in the subject or in the body 
are to be deleted. 

 

Create rule 
Point at an email in Inbox with the word you will use for selection. That will 
give you some initial values. 

In Home menu select: Rules> Create rule 

 

Select Advanced options 
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Check the condition in Step 1 

Click the underlined word in Step 2 

 

Edit next word 

Press Add + OK 

On next image (exceptions) press Next; to bypass 
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Check Actions 

Press Next 

 

 

Give the rule a name 

Check Turn on this rule 

Press Finish 
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Run rule manually 
In Home menu Select Rules>Manage rules & alerts 

Select Run rules now 

Select a rule by checking it 

Select a folder using Browse 

Select Run now 

Check result 

Press Close + OK 

 

Special handling of e-mails from spammers 
 

E-mail produced by spammers is harder to fix than others. Ordinary blocking 
functions do not normally work, but rules must be applied. Often characters are 

included in the sender, which is not ASCII, e.g. ❄ 

In such cases, conditions cannot be set for the sender's address since only ASCII 
characters are allowed. The special characters are UTF-8 coded and then other 
fields must be used. For example. the Internet head of the message. 

 

Refers to another document JunkMailRules via the Web for further details. The 
document is in this article: 

https://it-bloggen.com/285-upplever-du-problem-med-mejlhantering-ett-forsok-till-
riktlinjer-for-ett-samlat-grepp 

 


